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106 ASPECTS OF HfGH PRESSl'RES AT LOW TE:.\IPERATt;RES 

They show that at least at the moderate pressures at which solid 
helium has so far been used (below 10 kb), this method yield::; a very 
good approximation to a truly hydrostatic pres. ure. In addition Goree 
and Scott (1 D6G) IHwe made someclirect comparisons of various methods 
of measuring the effect of pressure on electrical resistivity at low tem
peratUl"es. They used what I hu\-e called the "helium gas" technique 
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FIG. 2. Typical initial pressure cycles with Ag compressed in piston,c~'linder 
arrangement. Sample resistance is p lotted again"t sample pressure. (From Goree 
and Scott, 1966.) 

(in which the solid helium is formed from the fluid at the S,lme pressure) 
and the direct-compression method using both hydrogen and solid 
helium as the pressure medium. 

Of the first , the helium gas method, they say (p. 826): """e hu"e 
never encountered any CI.LSe of detectable deformation or hysteresis 
in the resistance mea 'urement when the experiments wel'c carefully 
performed in this manner." 

To test thc direct-compression method. they chose a soft metal, sil
ver, and compressed it at 4'20 K u sing both olid helium and solid 
hydrogen. They found as they expectctl that there was s i ~nificantl.\· 

less deformation of the samplc (as e"timated from hystere'.iis in it s 
resistance nllues) when soli( l helium was used rather than hydrogen. 
Figure 2 sho,,,s it typical initial preSRUI'C cycle 011 silver ohtaillcrl by the 
piston-cylin<lf'r method u"illg solid heliul11. 
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